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Pdf free Cryptography and network security multiple choice
questions with answer (PDF)
the correct answer is attack surface key points the attack surface it is the number of all possible points or attack vectors where an unauthorized user can
access a system and extract data the smaller the attack surface the easier it is to protect network security combines multiple layers of defenses at the
edge and in the network each network security layer implements policies and controls authorized users gain access to network resources but malicious
actors are blocked from carrying out exploits and threats successful network security strategies employ multiple security solutions to protect users and
organizations from malware and cyber attacks like distributed denial of service a network is composed of interconnected devices such as computers
servers and wireless networks security rules in network security groups enable you to filter the type of network traffic that can flow in and out of virtual
network subnets and network interfaces to learn more about network security groups see network security group overview network security protects
organizations data employees and customers from various attacks discover the types of network security and how it can help secure your networks a
network security group contains security rules that allow or deny inbound network traffic to or outbound network traffic from several types of azure
resources for each rule you can specify source and destination port and protocol
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network security mcq free pdf objective question answer May 17 2024 the correct answer is attack surface key points the attack surface it is the number
of all possible points or attack vectors where an unauthorized user can access a system and extract data the smaller the attack surface the easier it is to
protect
what is network security cisco Apr 16 2024 network security combines multiple layers of defenses at the edge and in the network each network
security layer implements policies and controls authorized users gain access to network resources but malicious actors are blocked from carrying out
exploits and threats
what is network security definition importance and types Mar 15 2024 successful network security strategies employ multiple security solutions to
protect users and organizations from malware and cyber attacks like distributed denial of service a network is composed of interconnected devices such
as computers servers and wireless networks
create change or delete an azure network security group Feb 14 2024 security rules in network security groups enable you to filter the type of
network traffic that can flow in and out of virtual network subnets and network interfaces to learn more about network security groups see network
security group overview
what is network security definition and types fortinet Jan 13 2024 network security protects organizations data employees and customers from various
attacks discover the types of network security and how it can help secure your networks
network security group how it works microsoft learn Dec 12 2023 a network security group contains security rules that allow or deny inbound
network traffic to or outbound network traffic from several types of azure resources for each rule you can specify source and destination port and
protocol
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